For the love
of design
—

A celebration of our community’s most inspirational work.

To our community
of designers
competing together,
creating together
and growing together.
And the clients who inspire them!

© 2015 by 99designs (Community Team)
eBook design by workerbee
Cover illustration by Gato - GDI

Design is incredibly
powerful.
It solves problems, changes attitudes, builds businesses and
shapes markets. By creating a platform for talented designers
to connect with clients, we’re on a mission to build a better,
more well-designed world. Which is why we champion one
idea above all else: the power of design.
To accelerate the careers of our designers.
To support our customers’ businesses.
To solve problems through creativity and give everyone’s
ideas a voice.
We couldn’t be more excited to share some of the most
inspirational ways our community has harnessed the
power of design.

by miridi

Our goal is to help people
around the world create
and grow.
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by Freshinnet for Avery Schwenk
by gelaptakgulita for Palmer Dean
by *sabrina* for Kayla Phillips
by NixonIam for Stephen Aarstol
by The gonz for Max Porritt
by Emanuela for Ryan Horsnail & Tasha Hacker
by -Leslie- for Nancy Roe

Our community consists of
more than 1 million designers
from 192 countries.
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PattyAnne
Terry Bogard
by ilustreishon
by Widakk
Carlos Afonso
Kseka
by Martis Lupus
by kazoe
Giulio Rossi
99Spy
by dinuty
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Design can’t be bothered
with borders.
Or time zones. That’s why we’re
never surprised when a designer in
Indonesia delivers exactly what a
customer in Ireland was looking for,
or vice versa.
Inspiration has never needed a
passport. And great ideas have
never stopped at borders.

by LittleFox
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Logo & Identity
4
Logo designers are storytellers. They carry a mighty
responsibility: to create a commanding visual brand that sets
the tone for everything else to come.
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by PrštiPerje
by Brandsational
by Abrakadabra
by TheLogoist
by Matt W
by indra kh
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artsigma

Name

Eduardo Lessa Venancio

Location
Brazil

artsigma is one of the most prolific and respected designers
on 99designs. Working daily on the platform, he’s built out an
international portfolio of clients enthralled with his minimalist
approach to identity design. Thanks to his success, he’s been
able to fulfill many of his dreams.

Tell us a little about yourself.

1

My name is Eduardo. I am 25 years old,
Brazilian and have a degree in graphic
design. I’ve worked as a graphic designer for
approximately eight years and have spent
four years doing creative competitions.

How does 99designs fit into your life? Do you
work on the site full-time?
99designs opened a large door for me and
has helped me realize many of my dreams.
I work almost every day. Of course there
is a need to work, but I do it mostly out of
pleasure.
2

I am passionate about
what I do and always
try to create the best
design – not only to
please the client, but to
show myself that I can
be better every day.

[The platform] connected me with many
designers and clients internationally and
has given me a lot of opportunity to show
my work further. I managed to buy a house,
a car and I’m about to get married. If I was
just working at my last job, it would have
taken 12 years or more to happen. For this I
am eternally grateful.

You’ve become very prolific on our site. How do
you stay so motivated?

3

The love for this profession. Obviously there
is a need to make money, but I do it more
out of love. I am passionate about what I
do and always try to create the best design
– not only to please the client, but to show
myself that I can be better every day.
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Widakk

Name
Srdjan Vidakovic

Location

4

Serbia

The first contest Widakk ever entered, he won. As a self-taught
beginner, it was just the affirmation he needed. Today, he’s
improved his skills tremendously and grown into a skilled
professional designer, boasting a beautiful vintage style and
winning 2014’s Ultimate Top 9 competition.

1

You need to be patient
and not be afraid to
make mistakes. If you
are ready to work hard,
eventually you will
succeed.
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Deep Brewing Co.
Adstronaut
Lake Wilcox Brewing
Oregon Grain Growers
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Brand Identity Pack
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by pixelshifter
by goopanic for nibbla
by CogitoDesigns for Simple Soil
by nnorth
by Project 4 for VoCo Fresh
by Agi Amri
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Web & App
Tech-savvy and future thinking, web and app designers thrive
on the cutting edge. They’ve got a pulse on constantly changing
platforms and mastery across online media.
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by Issigonis for sound recorder
by Omar Aly for FusionSquared
by Igor Vensko for ROAST
by bound for Blacktie
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UndoRedo

3

Name

Tiffany Tannone

Location
USA

While UndoRedo always considered herself a “hobby artist”, her
introduction to 99designs proved to be a life-changer. Over the past
few years, she’s been able to test out her creative profession, build out
her skill set and solidify her signature illustrative style. Today, she’s fully
prepared to pursue a professional career in web design – as we’re sure
you’ll see with a quick glance at her portfolio.
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1 for Neon Cowboys
2 for Mission Bay
3 for Lovers’ Yoga

2

A great art style can
distinguish a business
from it’s competition –
and convey personality
in a way a lot of stock
photography fails to do.
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Mike Kirby

Name

Location

Michael Kirby

United Kingdom
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The fast payouts and
potential for quick client
generation [on 99designs]
afforded me the ability to
rapidly scale up or scale
down my client base and
paid work, leaving me free
to continue to pursue the
game development.

Mike Kirby spent years working
as a creative director at a small
design studio. But when he moved
on to pursue his own projects
during the recession, 99designs
helped him source clients outside
his local network. With a steady
stream of flexible work coming
in through the platform, Mike
was free to finish and launch his
gaming app in the Apple Store.
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for Coffee Club (mockup)
for DoomKnight
for Henning
for NYC Bike
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Button & Icon
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by weirdeetz for 3DBall
by boomBox for Spaceship Alpha
by Joekirei for Poster Boy
by RaidenDesign for CircleFox
by ozonostudio for ScanShare
by Northwood for 99designs
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Business & Advertising
With a keen eye for visual hierarchy, these
designers are a breed all their own. They
tackle a blink-and-you’ll-miss-it audience
with eye-catching creative.
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by Ferret&Sheep for Samojo
by sheva™ for Makeup Geek
by nevergohungry
by Nick Terry for Gain Street
by MattDyckStudios
by DhoBee for StartupVitamins
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smashingbug

Name

Location

Didem Dönmez

Turkey

2

smashingbug always wanted to become a freelance designer. Her
dream was realized after quitting her job as a dental assistant and
learning Illustrator with the help of her husband. One of our earliest
designers, she’s developed a clean style and branding savvy that’s
proven perfect for PowerPoint.

1 for The Bike in My Life
2 for Soundstation
3 for Merrick

3
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If you love your job, then
it will never be a job for
you. Design is my life.
I can’t breathe if I stop
designing. It is in my
blood. It is more than a
job for me.
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Poster
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by .adihb for Palmer Vintage
by ilustreishon
by BATHI for 99designsCup
by subsiststudios
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Sali Designs

3

Name

Salima Lamiri

Location

Morocco

Sali Designs is a model designer for 99designs’ continuous educational efforts. Not
only has she been consistently good at PowerPoint template design, but she’s been
diligently involved in webinars and discussions on the Forum to continuously improve
and upskill. In September, she was awarded Platinum designer status. Shortly after,
she was named the winner in our PowerPoint Most-Shortlisted competition! Some call
it a lucky streak, but we believe it’s her genuine passion and her willingness to learn.

How did you first get into design?
I decided to refresh my web developing skills before sending out my resume, so I watched
a video tutorial about web design and one of the sites used as an example was 99designs. I paused
the video to take a look and came across [my first contest]. I wasn’t even aware of the existence of
the PowerPoint Design category. I was so inspired by the brief that I started working on the slide
designs instantly.
For the first time in a very long time, I was so excited and enjoyed the rush of the competition that I
gave myself a month to try and see if I could make it by designing PowerPoint slides. Suffice to say,
I never finished that tutorial video!
1 for Media Logic
2 for I Love Juice
3 for Star Coders

What do you think you’d be doing if you weren’t on 99designs?
It would be too boring for words! But thankfully that’s not the case. I’m so grateful for the
opportunity that 99designs gave me – to be able to work from home with clients from all over the
world; to have less worries financially; to wake up every day, energized and enjoying the work so
much that I have to sometimes get reminded to sleep!
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Car, Truck & Van Wrap
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by Levı.
by rangerstudio for The Broken Fork
by Sebastian P
by green in blue
by Mr. Ozz
by eslopez23
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Infographic & Menu
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by Pinch Studio for A Lifetime in Big Data
by sonics.lab for Uncommon Grounds
by sundayrain
by Miss Rose
by Frau Fabissina for company values
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Clothing & Merchandise

Obsessed with fashion fads,
gallant graphics and powerful
patterns, these apparel
designers know how to make
their clients look good.
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by blandine*
by PillGrimage for medieval backpack
by Pedrorsfernandes for Stalama AB
by Wintrygrey for vintage vest
by botervlieg for kids tights
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Horror Rudey

Name

Edo Kautsar Ma’ruf

Location
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Indonesia

for Horror Freak News
for mens humor tee
for Hollywood Horror
for Head Hunter from Outerspace

What do you get when you mash up the visual equivalents of
Rockabilly and ’80s horror punk? We didn’t know it could be
done, but the answer is Horror Rudey—a truly distinctive and
expertly skilled illustrator, specializing in t-shirt designs on
99designs.
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I see myself as making
old school art in a
modern style, and vice
versa. The result is that
people feel familiar
with my art, even if it
is something they have
never seen before. That’s
what keeps it “weird”.
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T-shirt

by stevenmink for dog-themed tee
by _ELM_
by dinuty
by Dudeowl for quirky tee
by kazoe for Yooralla/Dangerfield
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Other Clothing & Merchandise
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by Krisren28 for phone case
by methlop39 for phone case
by yulianzone for phone case
by Executor for Gameizm
by borsuczysko for mug
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Art & Illustration
3
Rare and remarkable, these designers bring a bold
mix of creativity, beauty and personal style to the
drawing board.
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by anglorya for MTG playmat
by BATHI for 99designs
by kuyanami for Swiss Fairytale
by Robots In Love for skate deck
by gOrange for The Silent Roads
by miridi for Townes the Cat
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ilustreishon

Name

Location

Leonardo González

Venezuela

Drawing was always a natural form of expression for ilustreishon. While
his illustrative style may shift from project to project, his work often
delves deep into human-like characters and surrealist worlds we could
never have imagined – yet absolutely adore.

You can manage your
time and not spend 5
days on spec work at
99designs. I know my
chances and if the project
is worthy of my time.I
also like the kick I get out
of winning a contest.
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for Quiznos
for Chop Shop
for Rap Crusader
for Ankylosaurus poster
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Tattoo
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by _Trickster_
by Wintrygrey
by simbe
by Fiero
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by Giulio Rossi
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MirkoAndricDesign™

Name

Location

Mirko Andric

Bosnia and Herzegovina

After graduating from design school, MirkoAndricDesign™ turned to 99designs
to build out his professional portfolio before starting the job search. But after two
months he quickly found full-time success on our platform and now regularly
brings architecture, interior design and products to life.

I gained most of my skills
working in a wide variety
of 99designs contests,
where I learned new things
about all types of design.
Eventually I became really
good at a few categories,
especially 3D.
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for BBQ tool set
for rooftop terrace
for geotech
for urban art park
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Character & Mascot
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by Groenendijk95 for Jack the Yak
by Angela Cuellar for Tourist Outfitters
by Ashur for The Beast
by Lucadia for Muxy
by Hazel Anne for Ballyhoo
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Packaging & Label
Some designers just know how to think outside
the box. Literally. Meet some of the creative minds
serving up stand-out packaging designs.
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by Khramova for Colossimo French Post
by g ideas for Maker’s
by green in blue for Art of Preserves
by 20139gph for Coffee Drop Co.
by Mj.vass for Guggenheimer
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Bence Balaton

Name

Location

Bence Balaton

United Kingdom

3

4

Bence Balaton’s intricate illustrations cover many facets of graphic
design, from logos and packaging to infographics and flyers. But with
each project he brings an eye for detail, a personal style and an innate
ability to find simple ways to display large amounts of visual information.

1

I was a guy with no
experience, no portfolio,
no equipment. In 1 year
I became a Platinum
Designer, I was in Top
9. 99designs helped me
start my career, really.
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for Panther Piss
for Holsbergen
for Valhalla
for Tapstone
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Martis Lupus

Name

Martis Lupus

Location

Planet Earth

Martis Lupus has been a longtime member of 99designs, building out
her portfolio and gaining real client experience during her time at art
school. Now a recent graduate, her distinct style is turning heads and
she’s working full time on 99designs’ platform crafting whimsical book
covers, packaging designs and branding for companies around the world.

The most important
thing that my teachers
insisted on was to be
original, regardless of
outside influences. That
stuck with me and I am
working towards that
constantly.
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for Fabryka Piwa
for B3 Serum
for Monsoon
for Ol’ Major
for Llama Sutra
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Beer & Wine
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by MANTSA® Ⓡ
by 20139gph for Four Leaf Spirits
by Zotty
by RedLogo for Glacial Till Vineyard
by Calinutz for Côtes du Rhône
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Book & Magazine
First impressions count, even on the bookshelf. When it
comes to engaging graphics that lure readers closer, these
designers have it covered.
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by MajaRegula for Never.Exposed
by Shkike
by ilustreishon
by KPGS
by Martis Lupus
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Llywellyn

Name

Location

Kerry Ellis

USA

Llywellyn may have a full-time day job, but her passion lies in the book
covers she creates in her free time. She’s become one of our most prolific
designers with inspired covers ranging in style from Saul Bass to Celtic
Classicism. When she’s not designing, she’s teaching our webinars and
helping beginner 99designers improve their skills.
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There’s such an endless
supply of stories. I love
discovering new worlds
and characters through
them, then trying to
bring them to life.

The Strange Death of Fiona Griffiths

Black Crow
Don’t Believe Everything You Eat
Gondola Maker
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Design on.
—
Design can tell stories. Convey information. Advance
business goals. But at the end of the day, it’s an art.
Fun to work on. Fun to look at.
We’d like to thank our design community for
continuously creating epic stories we can’t help
but share.
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